We report on the successful attempts to trigger section of the PLF and then into the switch through high voltage pressurized gas switches by utilizing beam optical windows and dielectric coated mirrors. To this transport through When a high-power laser beam of intensity I radiation which provides a 1cy standard deviation in interacts with a gas, electrons can be generated through switch jitter -2 ns. This laser radiation is delivered to two main mechanisms: direct multi-photon ionization the switch by traveling through a pressurized gas (MPI) and electron impact ionization [2]. These enclosure, referred to as the laser cross-over tube, from electrons can ionize and breakdown the gas when their ground to the high potential inner electrode of the Pulse-energy exceeds the ionization energy of that gas Forming Line (PFL) as shown in Figure 1 
We have investigated Nd: YAG laser triggering of can be transmitted through water to operate a LTGS a 6 MV, SF6 insulated gas switch for a range of laser with jitter consistent with the ZR requirements. and switch parameters. Laser wavelength of 532 nm This paper will focus on three main points. with nominal pulse lengths of 10 ns full width half 1. Showing that 355 and 532 nm laser radiation can be maximum (FWHM) were used to trigger the switch. transmitted through water with minimal loss. 2. The laser beam was transported through 67 cm-long cell Showing both of these wavelengths can breakdown SF6 of 1 MQ2-cm deionized water constructed with anti in a pressurized chamber after being passed through a reflection UV grade fused silica windows. The laser 67 cm long water cell of 1 MQ2-cm deionized water. 3.
beam was then focused to form a breakdown arc in the 532 nm laser radiation can be transported though water gas between switch electrodes. Less than 10 ns jitter in and used to trigger high voltage pressurized gas the operation of the switch was obtained for laser pulse switches. energies of between When a high-power laser beam of intensity I radiation which provides a 1cy standard deviation in interacts with a gas, electrons can be generated through switch jitter -2 ns. This laser radiation is delivered to two main mechanisms: direct multi-photon ionization the switch by traveling through a pressurized gas (MPI) and electron impact ionization [2] . These enclosure, referred to as the laser cross-over tube, from electrons can ionize and breakdown the gas when their ground to the high potential inner electrode of the Pulse-energy exceeds the ionization energy of that gas Forming Line (PFL) as shown in Figure 1 Test 1 consisted of maintaining laser energy at 90 observed as a visual spark and an audible "snapping" mJ and increasing gas pressure from 5 to 42 psig. sound. Breakdown arcs were recorded by using a digital Observations showed arc formation and length were camera.
only slightly affected by increase in pressure. Visible A time history measurement of the arc light sparks were produced over the entire range of gas emission was measured with a fast photomultiplier tube pressures at constant laser energy of 90 mJ. behind laser safety glasses and a neutral density filter.
Test 2 kept gas pressure constant at 42 psig while The rise time (10-90%) of the light emission from the decreasing laser energy from 90 mJ until arc formation spark formation was measured to be -4-7 ns for both disappeared. Arc size started to decrease at 50 mJ and 355 and 532 nm light. The fast rise time and decay of continued to get smaller until it vanished between 5-the arc light indicate that the breakdown is a prompt 1OmJ. process that should yield low-jitter triggering of Flowing gas in both tests has a turbulent affect on switches [4] . spark formation introducing large discontinuities in the The focal lengths of the optics used were 35, 50, arc but once pressure stabilized arcs were nearly 60, and 70 cm. Results showed that both 355 and 532 continuous across the electrode gap. nm laser light could be passed through the water cell and breakdown SF6 in a chamber pressurized to 5 psig. However, arc formation was limited by the focal length of the optic used and energy delivered to the pressurized chamber, which was measured after the focusing optic. In this section we present a series of breakdown breakdown arcs between switch electrodes. The switch thresholds experiments with 532 nm light that were was operated at 850%of self break for all shots. conducted to determine how breakdown arcs would be The runtime "delay time" of the switch is defined as the time difference between the arrival of the laser affected in the sic changing ga prssr an pulse and the start of current conduction in the switch.
laser energy. The arc produced by. .32 nm light was This measurement is based on measuring the arrival bright white in color and multiple arcs were created throughout the switch gap. i.e. the arc could be time of the laser pulse, measured with the photo diode, describes as a "string of pearls". Figure 4 shows a to voltage drop of the Intermediate Store Capacitor with breakdown arc in the switch gap created by 75 mJ of a (V-dot) probe and correcting for the physical distance 532 nm light.
of 21 ns. Figure 5 shows a 4.75 MV output voltage A Marshall CCD camera with focusing lens was waveform and the arrival of the laser trigger pulse for mounted to view breakdown arcs in the switch from a shot 1197. The laser energy used to trigger the switch radial position. The camera was connected to a frame was -108 mJ and measured runtime was -32.1 ns. Jitter grabber card "National Instruments PCI 1407 card" in a is defined as the Icy standard deviation of the runtimes PC that triggered the laser on a 2 Hz cycle. Live video ofthe switch.
of spark formation was viewed on a PC monitor while gas pressure and laser energy where changed. 'Coference,0-7803-7120-8 (2002 
